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MEMORANDUM J.i'ORA'ITO~EYS OF THE OFFICE 

Re: Best Practices for OLC Opinions 

By delegation, the Office of Legal (::ounselexe~cises the Attorney General's authority 
under Jhe Judiciary Act of 1789 to advise the President ~d executive agencies on questions of 
law. OLC is authorized to provide legal advice 9nly to ~e Ex~utive B,ranch; we do not advise 
Congress, the Judiciary, foreign governments, private parties, or any other.person or entity 
outside the Executive Branch.· OLCs primary funcµon is to provide fonnal advice through 
wptten opinions signed ·by the Assistant Attorney General or (wi~ the apprqval of the AAG) a 
·Deputy Assistant Attorney General. ·Our Office is frequently called upon to address issues of 
central importance to the functioning'of the.f~eral Government, an~, subject to the President's 
authority under the Constitution, OLC op_inions m-e controlling on questions oflaw Within the 
E"ecutive Braq.ch. Accordingly, it is imperative'that our opinions be cl~, accurate, thoroughly 
researched,- and soundly reason~d. The value of an OLC opinion depen~s on the strength of its 
analysis. Over the years, OLC has earned a reputation for giving candid,. independent, and 
principled advice-even wheµ th~t adv~cemay be ~consistent with the desires of policymakers. 
This memorandum reaffirms the longstanding p!-'inciples that have guided and will continue to 
guide OLC attome;Ys in prepatjng tile fonn~l opinio~ of the Office. 

Evaluating opl11io1t requests. Each opinion request is assigned t~ a Deputy a~d an 
A~omey-Adviser, who Will review the questiqn presented and any relevant statutory materials, 
prior OLC opinions, and .leadµig cases to deteqnine prelimin~ly whether the question is 
appropriate for OLC advice and whether it app~ars to merit a written opinion, as distinct fro~ 
info1111al advice. The legal question presented should be focused and concrete; OLC generally 
avoids undertaking a·general survey of an area of law or a broad, abstract legal opinion. There 
also sbobld be a practical need for tlie opinion; OLC particularly should avoid giving 
unnecessary advice where it appears that policymakers ·are likely to move in a different direction. 
A formal opinion is more likely to be ne~essary. :when the legal question is the subject of a 
COJ}crete .and ongoiµg dispute between two or more (!~ecujive ~gencies. If we are asked to. 
provide an opinion tci an -exe.cuti~e ag~cy whose head does not serve at the pleasure of the 
P~si~ent (i.e., an agency ~hose head is subject to a "for cause" :r'ell:loval restriction), our practice 
isfo receiv~ in writing (rom that agency an agreement to 6e bound b'y our opinion. As a . 
prudential mattert OLC should avoid opining on question~ likely to be at issue in pending or 

. imminent litigation involving the United States as a party.( except where there is a need to resolve 
a <Jispute Within the Executive .B!allch over ~position to be taken in litigation). Finally, the 
opinions of the Office shoul_d address legal.questions prospectively; OLC avoids opining on the 
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legality of past conduct (though from time to time we may issue prospective opinions that 
confuJn or memorialize past advice or that necessarily bear on past conduct). 

Soliciting tl1e views of interested age11cies. Before we proceed with an opinion, our 
general practice is to ask the requesting agency for a detailed memorandum setting forth the 
~gencts.own anaj~i§...QfJh~.question::-:-Jn.many.cases,-therc.will.be..preliminary.discussions 
with the requesting agency before the fonnal opinion request is submitted tQ OLC, and the 
agency will be able to provide its analysis along with the opinion request. (A detailed analysis is 
not required when the request comes from the Counsel to the President, the Attorney General, or 
one of the three other Senior Management Offices of the Department ofJustice.) In the case of 
an interagency dispute, we will ask each side to submit such a memorandum. Ordinarily, we 
expect the agencies on each side of a dispute to share their memoranda with the other side, or 
permit us to share them, so that we may have the benefit of reply comments, when necessary. 
When appropriate and helpful, and consistent with th~ confidentiality interests of the requesting 
agency, we will also solicit the views of other agencies not directly involved in the opinion 
request that have subject-matter expertise or a special interest in the question presented. For 
example> when the question involves the interpretation of a 4'eaty or a matter of foreign relations, 
our practice is to seek the views of the State Department; when it involves the interpretation of a 
criminal statut~, we will usually seek the views of the Justice Department's Criminal Division. 
We Will not, however, circulate a copy of an opinion request to third-party agencies without the 

. prior consent of the requesting agency. 

Researcl1ing, outli11i11g, mtd drafting. An OLC opinion is the product of a careful and 
deliberate process. After reviewing agency submissions and relevant sta~tes, OLC opinions and 
leading cases, the Deputy and Attorney-Adviser should meet to map out a plan for researching 
the issues and preparing an outline and fnst draft of the opinion. The Deputy and Attorney
Adviser should set target deadlines for each step in the process and should meet regularly to 
review progress on the opinion. A thorough working outline of the opinion will help to.focus the 
necessary research and the direction of the analysis. An early first draft often will help identify 
weaknesses or holes in the analysis requiring grea~er attention than.initially anticipated. As work 
on the opinion progresses, it will generally be useful for the·Deputy and the Attorney~Adviser to 
meet from time to time with the AAG to discbss the status and direction of the opinion project. 

An OLC opinion should focus intensively on the central issues raised by a question of 
law and should, where possible, avoid addressing issues not squarely presented. On any issue 
involving a constitutional question, OLC,s analysis should focus principally on the text of the 
Constitution and the historical record illuminating the original meaning of the text and should be 
faithful to that historical understanding. Where the question relates to the authorities of the 
President or other executive officers or the separation of powers between the Branches of the 
Govenunent, past precedents and historical practice are often highly relevant. On questions of 
statutory and treaty interpretation, OLC's analysis will be guided by the text and will rely on 
traditional tools of construction in interpreting the text. OLC opinions should also consider and 
apply the past opinions of Attorneys General and this Office, which are ordinarily given gr~at 
weight. The Office will not lightly depart from such past decisions, particularly where they 
directly address and decide a point in question. Decisions of the Supreme Court and courts of 
appeals directly on point often provide guiding ~uthority and should be thoroughly addressed, 
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particularly where the issue is one that is likely to become th~ subject of litigation. Many times, 
however, out Office will be asked to _opine on~ issue of first imp~essiqn or one that i~ ~ely 
to be resolved l?Y the courts; in su~h instances, court decisions in ~levant or analogous areas 
may serve as persuasive authority, depending on the strength of their analysis • 

.. - . ..Jn.general, wc-strive·in·our opinions·fol"Clarity-and'conciseuess iirtli<nmatysis .. ana·a· -
balanced presentation o(argumeµts on each side of an issue. If the opinion resolves an issqe in 
dispµte between executive agencies, we should take ~e to co~ider fuUy and·address 
impartially the points raised on both sides; ill doing so, it is best, to the extent practicable, to 
avoid ascribing particular points of view to the agepcies in a way that might suggest that. one side 
is the "winner'' and one the "loser." OLC's interest is simply to.provide the correct answer oh. 
the law~ taking into account all reasonable co911terargumerits, whether provided by an agency or 
not. Ifis. therefore often not negessary or desirable to cjte.or quote ageµcies' views letters. 

Seco11dary review of draft opin!o11s. Before ·an OLC opinion is fmali~ed it·undergoe8. 
rigorous review by the Front Office·within OLG and often by others outside the Office: When 
~e primary Deputy and ~e Attorµey-Adviser responsible for ~e opinion are satisfied that the 
·draft opinion is ready for seco~d!ttY review,·the opb;1iqn i~·generally_assigned to _a second I;>eputy 
t:or·a "s~ond Deputy read.,, Along with the draft 9pinion, the Attomey-Adv~ser shoul~ pro~ide 
to. the second Deputy copies of any key materials, including stat~tes, regulations, key CaSes, 
r~l~vant prior OLC opinions, and the views memorah~a received froin interested agencies. Once 
the second_Depµfy read is complete and the second Deputy,s COIJl.lµents have been 3d~essed, the 
pririiat"Y. Depufy should circulate the draft opinion for. final review by the Af1.G, the reip.ai~g 
Deputies, and·iny particular attorneys within the Office wi!h relevant ·expertise. 

. 
On9e·o1c~s·intemal review. is complete, a draft of the opiajon-may be shared oU;tside the 

Office. IIrsome cases, oecause of time constraints, OLC may ~irculate a draft opi~iol\ b~fore the 
internal review is coiµpfote. Our general practice is to .circulate draft opinions to the Office of' 
the Attorney Generitl ang the Office of the Deput)' Att9mey General for review and comment. 
Wh~n and aS w~ted, we also circulate an jnformational copy of the~ opinion to the 
'Office of fil;e Counsel.to the Preside.nt In addition, in most cases, we will circulate a drat_\ to the 
requesting age~cy (o~, in.cases where we are resolving~ dispute J>~tween agencies, to those 
agencies that are pal'li:es to. t}Je dispute) for reyi<?\v, primarily to e~sure that the opinion does not 
misstate the facts or tp.e legal points of interest to the agencies~ On certain occasions, where we· 
detennine it appropriate, we may circ\llate a· draft opinion to one or mor~ other agencies that, 
.have special expertise or interest iµ. th~ subject matter of the opinion, particularly if they ll!lVe 
offered views o~ the question. 

Fi11alizi11g opiltio11s. Once all substantive work on· the· opinion is eompl~te; it must 
undergo a thorough cite ch~ck by <;>ur paralegal staff tQ ensµre the accuracy of all cit~tions and 
consistency with the Offi~e's rules of style. After all cite·checking changes have been:approved 
and made, the final opinion should be p~t.ed.on bond paper for signatur~. Bach opinion ready 
for sigq.atUre should include a completed opinion control sheet signed by the primary Deputy, the 
Attorney-Adviser, and the Deputy who qid the second Deputy read. After it is signed and issued, 
if the opinion is uncl~ified, it will be loaded into our !SYS da~base and included in the 
Office's unclassified :Oay Books. A sep~ate file cof!taining a copy of the signed opinion, the 
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opinion control sheet, anct copies of key materials not readily available, such as the original 
opinion request, the views memoranda of interested agencies, and obscure sources cited in the 
opinion, will also be retained in our files for future reference. 

Op/11ion publicat/011. Most OLC opinions consist of confidential legal advice for senior 
Executive _Bran~llJ>fficials~. Maintaining the_confidentiali~ of_OLC 9pinions is Qftettnec.essar.y. 
fo preserve-the deiiberative process of decisiorunaking within the Executive Branch and attomey
client relationships between OLC and other executive offices; in some c~es, the disclosure of 
OLC advice also may interfere with federal law enforcement efforts. These confidentiality 
interests are especially great for OLC opinions relating to the President's exercise of his 
constitutional authorities, including his authority as Commander in Chief. It is critical to the 
discharge of the President's constitutional responsibilities that he and the officials under his 
supervision. are able to receive confidential legal advice from OLC. 

At the same time, many OLC opinions address issues of relevance to a broader circle of 
Executive Branch lawyers or agencies thanjust those officials directly involved in the opinion 
request. In s.ome cases, the President or an affected agency may have a programmatic interest in 
putting other agencies, Congress, or the public on notice of the legal conclusion reached by OLC 
and the supporting reasoning. In addition, some OLC opinions will be of significant practical 
interesf ~d benefit to lawyers outside the Ex~utive Branch, or of broader interest to the general 
public, including historians. In such cases, and.when consistent with the legitimate 
confidentiality interests of the President and the Executive Branch, it is the policy of our Office 
to publish OLC opinions. This publi~ation program is in accordance with a directive from the 
Attorney General to OLC to publish selec~~ opinions on an annual basis for the convenience o( 
the Executive, Legislative, and Judicial Branches of the Government, and of the professional bar 
an~ the general public. 

At the time an opinion is signed, the attorneys responsible for the opinion will make a 
preliminary recommendation as to whether it may be appropriate for eventual publication. 
Thereafter, on a rolling or periodic basis, each opinion issued by the Office is reviewed for 
possible .publication by the OLC Publication Review Committee. If the Publication Review 
Co~tte~ decides that the opinion meets the Office's basic criteria for publication; the , 
C<>i:nmittee will solicit the views of the agency or Justice Department component that requested 
the opinion, and any agency or component likely ~o be affected by its publication, as to whether 
the opinion is appropriate for current publication, whether its publication should be deferred, or 
whether it should not be published. OLC gives due :veight to the publication recommendations 
of interested agencies and components, particularly where they raise specific concerns about 
programmatic or litigation interests that might be advanced or compromised by publication of 
the opinion. OLC also.generally solicits the views of the Office of the Attorney General anq the 
Office of the Counsel to the President on publication questions, particularly with respect to 
significant opinions of f!le Office. 

After the final decision is made to publish an opinion, the· opinion is rechecked and 
refonnatted for online publication; a headnote is prepared and added to the opinion; and the 
opinion is posted to the Departme~t of Justice Web site at www.usdoj.gov/olc/opinions.htm. All 
opinions posted on the Web site are eventually published in OLC's hardcover bound volumes. 
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* *· * 
Please let me know if you have any questions about the principles set forth above or any 

suggestions for revising or a~ding to the guidance provided in this memorandum. 
~-----· -··---

.• 

~:~ 
Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General 
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